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Basta!
written for John Reed

Frank Felice

Forceful! (  \( \dot{i} = 120 \) )  
Almost Leisurely (  \( \dot{i} = \text{ca. } 100 \) )

Note: Use the hardest mallet you possibly can -- while rubber seems to work fine, I prefer the sound of a yarn-covered mallet.

Reasonably Crazed (  \( \dot{i} = \text{ca. } 150 + \) )
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Hold it!

Kickin' Back ($\lambda = \text{ca. 92 - 100}$)

rit. —— Anxious, Obnoxious ($\lambda = 55 - 65$)

Easily, Laid Back ($\lambda = \text{ca. 80}$)

accel. poco a poco
with growing intensity

accel. poco a poco

quick glissandi!

Again, Reasonably Crazed

crescendo molto!

in bocca da lupo!